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Abstract

Recent real-world measurements in dense congested ra-
dio environments have pointed out the inefficiency of frame
error-based bit-rate adaptation mechanisms, which signifi-
cantly reduce network capacity by misinterpreting frame er-
rors due to collisions. These effects are likely to be amplified
with the heavy use of media applications. Fortunately, tra-
ditional SNR-based rate adaptation, and the more recently
proposed throughput-based, and collision-aware rate adap-
tation algorithms are expected to provide more robust per-
formance in these scenarios. To our knowledge, however,
their performance has never been experimentally validated
in a congested environment.

In this paper, we report our implementation experiences
with rate adaptation in a dense, congested IEEE 802.11
network. We find that throughput-based adaptation, con-
trary to expectations, also suffers from poor bitrate selec-
tion. Due to an increase in physical layer capture, while
using lower bitrates, nodes can increase their individual
throughput at the expense of cumulative network through-
put. SNR-based rate adaptation performs well in static en-
vironments but the lack of sufficient precision in RSSI mea-
surements makes accurate rate selection in dynamic radio
environments difficult. The use of RTS/CTS, in the spirit
of collision-aware rate adaptation, shows throughput im-
provements for frame error-based algorithms and, addition-
ally, for throughput-based algorithms as well. However, re-
sults are below expectations likely due to RTS/CTS imple-
mentation issues on the Atheros 5212 platform.

1 Introduction

The rapid proliferation of IEEE 802.11 devices is lead-
ing to ever denser wireless LAN deployments. Empirical
observations from such dense, congested deployments have
shown that inefficiencies of traditional frame-error based

rate adaptation algorithms, which seek to vary bitrate to
match link conditions, lead to throughput well below the
theoretical MAC capacity [1,2]. These algorithms misinter-
pret a short-term accumulation of frame errors due to colli-
sion as a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Emerging multimedia applications such as voice- and
video-over-wifi are expected to increase the challenges
faced by IEEE 802.11 rate adaptation. In current WLAN
usage, these effects are mitigated by the heavy use of flow-
control and the dominance of downlink traffic, both of
which reduce overall collision rates. In contrast, most media
applications use UDP-like transport protocols and the emer-
gence of WiFi-enabled phones, cameras and portable video
servers points towards an increase in upstream data sources.
Moreover, approaches to reduce congestion such as capac-
ity over-provisioning, admission control, or traffic prioritiz-
ing are difficult to deploy in (i) meeting places where flash
crowds of WLAN users congregate with a diverse set of
legacy devices [2]; or, (ii) unplanned urban deployments of
access points and clients [3]. These challenges motivate our
detailed study of MAC layer scalability.

A number of rate adaption algorithms are expected
to be more robust to frame collisions in dense deploy-
ments. These include the traditional SNR-based adapta-
tion [4, 5] and the more recent proposals of throughput-
based rate adaptation [6] and collision-aware rate adaptation
(CARA) [7] (which relies on the judicious use of RTS/CTS
to prevent DATA frame collisions). To our knowledge, how-
ever, none of these algorithms have been experimentally
studied in a dense congested environment.

This work seeks to fill this void. We present a compar-
ative analysis of the behavior of SNR-based, throughput-
based, and RTS/CTS-based algorithms in a congested
802.11 infrastructure network scenario. To allow in-depth
analysis of bitrate choices and direct comparisons between
the result from different algorithms, we conducted the ex-
periments on the ORBIT testbed [8], which provides a con-
trolled and repeatable radio environment. We do not claim
that the results will be representative of dynamic channel
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environments, but aim to contribute a case study to better
understand algorithm resiliency in collision-dominated en-
vironments. Specifically, key contributions include:

• Validating simulation results of frame error-based rate
adaptation algorithms using RTS/CTS, in the spirit of
CARA, through experiments on real 802.11 systems.
We also show that throughput-basedalgorithms benefit
from the use of RTS/CTS.

• Analyzing the effect of rate-diversity and physical
layer capture on throughput-based rate adaptation and
the associated fairness implications. In practice, some
packets may be decoded even with interference from
simultaneous transmissions. We show that rate choices
influence capture probabilities.

• Determining whether RSSI measurements are affected
by frame collisions, subsequently influencing rate
choices. We show that no such effect exists.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section explains different approaches to rate adapta-
tion in 802.11 systems and how they might be affected by
collisions. Section 3 details the controlled experimentalen-
vironment used for analyzing and comparing 802.11 system
performance. Section 4 describes the experimental results
and compares the performance of different rate adaptation
algorithms. These results are analyzed in section 5, which
discusses practical considerations for improving rate adap-
tation performance. We conclude in section 6.

2 Adapting Bitrate to Changing
Channel Environments

In the following subsections, we first review the bit-rate
adaptation problem followed by a discussion on collisions
and their effect on rate adaptation.

2.1 Rate Adaptation

Rate adaptation enables IEEE 802.11 radios to cope
with time-varying channel environments. The IEEE 802.11
standard mandates twelve bitrates between 1 and 54Mbps.
Generally, higher bitrates correspond to higher nominal
throughput but require higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
for correct demodulation. In an SNR-limited environment,
higher bitrates will suffer from frame errors, limiting theef-
fective goodput. In such an environment lower bitrates may
provide higher effective goodput than high rates. Rate adap-
tation aims to dynamically adjust the transmission rate to
maximize goodput depending on channel conditions. Since
the standard does not specify any particular rate adapta-
tion mechanism, manufacturers use different proprietary

implementations. Published rate adaptation mechanisms
can be classified into frame error-based, throughput-based
and SNR-based adaptation.

Frame-error based adaptation: Auto Rate Fallback
(ARF) [9], developed for WaveLAN-II 802.11 cards, and
Adaptive Auto Rate Fallback (AARF)[10] use fixed and dy-
namic frame error thresholds to increase/decrease the bit-
rate. ONOE [11], a frame-error based algorithm used in
the MADWIFI driver for Atheros-based wireless NICs aims
at selecting the highest bit-rate with less than 50% frame
loss rate. Periodically, for each destination station, theal-
gorithm maintains a credit score that it increments if less
than 10% of packets required a retransmission and no pack-
ets were dropped in the last time period. If the credit score
surpasses a threshold (default 10), the bit-rate is raised.If
each data packet required at least one retransmission, the
bit-rate is lowered and the credit score is reset to zero. The
current implementation also uses Atheros’ multi-rate retry
feature, which allows algorithms to select different rates
for retransmissions of frames.Adaptive Multi-Rate Retry
(AMRR) [10], a modification of ONOE, adaptively raises
the threshold for rate increases to prevent frequent attempts
at bit rates higher than the optimal one in an SNR-limited
channel. The recently proposedRobust Rate Adaptation Al-
gorithm [12] builds on top of ARF by using a combination
of short-term loss estimation and selective use of RTS/CTS.
However, the authors themselves acknowledge the potential
degradation in performance when the number of stations in
the network increases, due to a lack of samples used to infer
the channel quality.

Throughput-based adaptation: The SampleRate[6]
algorithm selects the rate that minimizes mean packet trans-
mission time. Initially, the lossless packet transmission
times are calculated for each bit rate and an initial rate
is chosen (36Mbps). Hereafter, for each successfully sent
packet, the transmission time is updated (using an expo-
nentially weighted moving average (EWMA)) based on the
number of retransmissions, packet length and protocol tim-
ing overheads. The algorithm also periodically attempts
transmission at bitrates whose lossless transmission timeis
lower than the measured time on the current rate. If these
sample transmissions indeed show lower mean transmission
time, the algorithm switches the rate.

SNR-based rate adaptation: Since the frame-error rate
on a collision-free channel is determined by the receiver’s
SNR, these algorithms measure channel SNR and select the
appropriate rate based on a precomputed table. In general,
802.11 implementations usually only provide the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI). This indicator reflects the
amount of energy measured on the channel during the re-
ception of the PLCP header.1 Receiver Based Auto Rate

1According to the standard, it is measured between the beginning of the
start frame delimiter (SFD) and the end of the PLCP header error check
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(RBAR) [5] defines a closed loop rate adaptation mecha-
nism through which the receiver can inform the sender of
the most suitable rate choice. Specifically, the receiver se-
lects the bit rate based on the RSSI of RTS frames and pig-
gybacks this information on the CTS frame. Pavon and
Choi [4] propose a hybrid approach that utilizes the RSSI
of acknowledgment frames to choose the bit rate. This al-
gorithm attempts to address asymmetric channels through
recalibration of the SNR thresholds for rate choices based
on the frame error rate. Another hybrid algorithm proposed
in [13] utilizes RSSI to clamp frame-error based bit-rate
changes.

The Opportunistic Auto Rate (OAR) protocol [14],
which can be layered on top of any of the above rate adap-
tation mechanisms can optimize individual, as well as net-
work throughput, by sending multiple back-to-back frames
under favorable channel conditions.

2.2 Collisions and Their Effect on Rate
Adaptation

A collision occurs if two simultaneously transmitted
frames interfere at the receiver, so that frames are lost.
To avoid collisions, the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordina-
tion function (DCF) employs a CSMA/CA mechanism [15].
Carrier sensing prevents transmissions that start while an-
other transmission is in progress. A random backoff mech-
anism is used to reduce the probability of two stations si-
multaneously starting a transmission. Specifically, on de-
tecting the wireless medium to be idle for a DCF interframe
space (DIFS) duration, each station initializes a counter to
a random number selected uniformly from the interval [0,
CW(retransmission)-1] and starts counting down.

Time is slotted and the countdown halts when the
medium becomes busy, resuming only after the medium is
idle again for a period DIFS. Given its half duplex nature,
802.11 transmitters require the receiver to send an acknowl-
edgment (ACK) after a short interframe space (SIFS) dura-
tion. The absence of an ACK is interpreted as a collision,
following which, CW is doubled (uptil a maximum value of
CWmax) and the process repeated. CW is reset to its mini-
mum value,CWmin(16 for 802.11a and 32 for 802.11b) af-
ter successful transmissions, as well as when the maximum
retry limit is reached. Note that, for a CSMA/CA MAC, si-
multaneous transmission of frames can occur either because
the two senders (a) happen to select the same time slot for
transmission or (b) cannot hear each other’s transmissions
(hidden terminals).

In the absence of hidden terminals, the probability that
two nodes select the same time slot increases with the num-
ber of stations and the load on the network [16], since
nodes reset their contention window toCWminafter every

(HEC)

Figure 1. Preliminary ORBIT testbed setup

successful transmission. This increase in collision-based
packet errors leads the auto rate fallback (ARF) algorithm
to unnecessarily decrease bitrates as observed in [17], even
though the interference from collisions is usually strong
enough to prevent decoding even at the lowest rate. More-
over, transmissions at lower rate consume more time, de-
creasing the overall network throughput [18]. This anomaly
occurs due to bit-rate diversity — hosts using lower bit-rates
limit the throughput of hosts using higher bit-rates. These
shortcomings are addressed in the design of the Collision-
Aware Rate Adaptation Algorithm [7] based on ARF. This
algorithm [7] uses RTS packets to probe the state of the
channel—the loss of an RTS frame is interpreted as a col-
lision loss rather than being due to low SNR. To avoid the
overhead, the sender invokes the RTS/CTS exchange only
after a DATA frame transmission failure at the current bit-
rate. If an ACK is not received (after an RTS/CTS ex-
change), the algorithm interprets this event as being due to
poor channel conditions and drops the bit rate.2

For throughput-based algorithms, one might expect that
the collision probability remains independent of the rate
choice and that the collisions should cancel each other out
when comparing different rates. Based on this assumption,
these algorithms should be resilient to congestion. SNR-
based algorithms are expected to perform optimally in con-
gested environments. However, it is unclear whether the
RSSI provided by a majority of 802.11 implementations re-
flects the SNR or the Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise ratio
(SINR).

Overall, the collision resiliency of many of the above-
mentioned rate adaptation techniques (apart from ARF) re-
mains, to our knowledge, experimentally unexplored. This
motivates our experimental study of these algorithms in a
controlled, high-density setting.

2The authors also present an enhancement using the Clear Channel As-
sessment (CCA) feature of 802.11 – if the channel is not idle immediately
after the reception of a DATA frame for SIFS period, it is interpreted as a
frame collision. However, this functionality will be difficult to implement
without requiring firmware changes for current wireless NICs.
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3 Experimental Methodology

In this section, we discuss key aspects of our experimen-
tal platform, setup and methodology.

Hardware and Software: Our study is based on sys-
tematic experiments on a preliminary version of the OR-
BIT indoor testbed [8]. This testbed consists of 64 nodes
(standard Linux PCs), each of which is equipped with two
wireless 802.11a/b/g interfaces. Half of these nodes use
the Atheros 5212 chipset-based wireless NICs and the re-
maining use Intel 2915 chipset-based wireless NICs. The
nodes are placed in a two-dimensional rectangular grid sep-
arated by 1-meter distance (see Figure 1) and the antennas
are mounted on the sides of the benches in 135 and 215 de-
gree positions (viewed from the top). The testbed nodes run
Linux and we utilize only those nodes with Atheros chipset-
based wireless NICs. Several features of this platform fa-
cilitate our research on rate adaptation. First, since the rate
adaptation mechanisms are implemented in the open-source
MadWiFi driver [11] (rather than in the firmware), we can
develop new algorithms and modify existing ones. Second,
by offloading most of the MAC protocol processing to the
node’s CPU, these cards are more open to protocol modifi-
cations. MadWiFi allows for the configuration of a number
of MAC parameters, including the transmission rate, on a
per-frame basis. Third, the platform provides a controlled
and repeatable environment, where surrounding objects are
stationary. Shielding in the walls of the room, housing this
testbed, limit the effect that outside interference could have
on experimental results. Also, we are not aware of any other
adjacent 802.11 networks operating in the 5GHz band (con-
firmed using an additional sniffer to ensure that no back-
ground traffic exists on the channel in question).

In addition, we have instrumented the MadWiFi driver
to report both successful and failed transmissions at the
sender, as well as successful frame reception at the receiver
(every 100ms). Given a constant packet size this allows for
goodput calculations. The driver was also modified to re-
port the source MAC address, RSSI, bit-rate and hardware
timestamp (microsecond resolution) for each successfully
received frame.

Experiment setup: We focus on an infrastructure-based
802.11a system in which, all nodes are within communica-
tion range of each other emulating future very high density

Parameter Default Setting
Mode 802.11a
Channel 36
Transmit Power 18 dbm
Packet Size 1350 bytes

Table 1. Default configuration parameters
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Figure 2. Single link (no collision) mean
packet error rate from each sender node to
the AP at 54 Mbps (across five six-minute ex-
perimental runs.

deployments. We vary the number of clients from 2 up to
20 (we could not use the remaining 11 Atheros-based nodes
due to hardware issues). To characterize the radio links, we
rely on single-link received signal strength indicator (RSSI)
values and packet error rate (PER). RSSI is an estimate of
the signal energy at the receiver and is reported by all com-
modity wireless NICs on proprietary scales (Atheros cards
report RSSI in dB relative to the noise floor). In our setup,
RSSI measurements serve to approximate “true” SNR val-
ues, which would require a calibrated comparison with an
accurate RF measurement device. In essence, they represent
SNR as measured by actual 802.11 radios and although our
results may not apply to future radios with improved mea-
surement accuracy, we believe that our findings have sig-
nificant implications with regard to practical mechanisms
which must depend on similar measurements in real deploy-
ments. From our single-link experiments, we observe that
link RSSI values (not shown here due to space constraints)
range between approximately 30 and 60, which translates
to an SNR of -65dBm to -35dBm (assuming constant noise
floor of -95dBm), indicating good to excellent connectiv-
ity [19]. Figure 2 confirms that all links support the highest
bitrate (54Mbps) with near-zero packet error rate (in the ab-
sence of contention).3

Note that, although our experiments use a single AP, we
believe that our results serve to highlight the significant is-
sues, related to rate adaptation, in congested environments.
We believe that the same issues will assume significance in
networks consisting of multiple APs on the same channel,
albeit with fewer clients per AP (for e.g. home wireless net-
works with 3-4 clients per AP).

3Note that we do not use the nodes with poor PER (due to defective
NICs).
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Figure 3. Comparison of theoretical and empirical throughp ut.

Methodology: In our experiments, clients generate con-
stant bit-rate UDP traffic (using the ORBIT traffic gener-
ator [20]) to emulate streaming media applications. Fur-
ther, recent IETF measurement studies [2], which show that
highly congested environments represent realistic scenarios,
motivate our study of these algorithms under network satu-
ration. Other advantages of this approach are that it enables
comparisons with prior theoretical work [16] and provides
an estimation of the worst-case performance.

We carry out multiple runs of each experiment, and the
results presented are the average over all runs. We empiri-
cally choose the experiment durations so as to provide low
variance in results. We also vary the packet size in our ex-
periments. Due to space constraints, we only present the
results with 1350-byte packets in this paper. Unless other-
wise specified, for the results presented in this paper, the
default configuration parameters are specified in table 1.

We evaluate and compare ONOE [11], SampleRate [6],
and Pavon and Choi’s algorithm [4] as representatives of
the packet-error-, throughput-, and SNR-based categories.
We attempt to measure the performance of CARA [7] by
approximating its behavior using a combination of ONOE,
which is similar to ARF [9], with RTS/CTS enabled for
all frames. We also report results for SampleRate with
RTS/CTS enabled, since this configuration can serve as an
indicator of how throughput-based approaches, in conjunc-
tion with RTS/CTS, will perform. Note that we use vanilla
versions of SampleRate and ONOE and implement Pavon
and Choi’s RSSI-based algorithm. We believe that these se-
lected algorithms provide a good sample of representative
designs in literature.

4 Scalability in Dense Congested Environ-
ments

Our experimental analysis begins by comparing the rate
adaptation algorithms by how well they maximize cumula-
tive throughput under congestion. Note that we concentrate
on the congestion case, since adaptation to changing SNR
has been studied elsewhere [10].

4.1 Cumulative Throughput

Figure 3(b) shows an experimental comparison of the
rate adaptation algorithms in the access point scenario, with
a fixed rate of 54 Mbps (i.e., deactivated rate adaptation).
For reference, Figure 3(a) also depicts analytical satura-
tion throughput curves for the same scenario, obtained us-
ing Bianchi’s model [21] with 802.11a parameters. These
curves assume fixed (no adaptation) PHY rates and pre-
dict a graceful degradation in cumulative throughput. The
analytical results show about 14% reduction in throughput
when the number of transmitting nodes increases from 2 to
20. The experimental results for fixed rate (deactivated rate
adaptation) closely track this performance. While deacti-
vated rate adaptation cannot represent a useful approach in
general, it illustrates that the basic MAC protocol scales as
expected.

With both ONOE and SampleRate, the cumulative
throughput drops with an increase in the number of trans-
mitters. As the number of transmitting nodes increases from
2 to 20 nodes, the throughput falls by more than half, com-
pared to a drop of less than 15% corresponding to the single
bitrate analytical results. SampleRate performs slightlybet-
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SampleRate
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(c) Individual flow throughputs for
fixed rate (54Mbps, no adaptation)
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(d) Individual flow throughputs for
ONOE with RTS/CTS
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(e) Individual flow throughputs for
SampleRate with RTS/CTS

Figure 4. Throughput fairness characteris-
tics of rate adaptation algorithms from an ex-
perimental run. We observed similar trends
across multiple runs of this experiment.

ter than ONOE when the network size approaches 20 nodes,
whereas, ONOE maintains a higher throughput when the
number of users is between 6 to 16 nodes. Given that the
average frame transmission time would be minimal at the
highest bit-rate, even in congested environments, we would
expect SampleRate to perform much better.

RSSI-based rate adaptation appears resistant to colli-
sions and shows excellent performance, in terms of cumu-
lative throughput.

Note that ONOE shows significant throughput improve-
ment when RTS/CTS is enabled. Additionally, RTS/CTS
benefits SampleRate as well, with cumulative throughput
approaching the performance of fixed rate. For both algo-
rithms, the throughput improvements can be explained, in
part, by the smaller time spent in collisions through the use
of RTS (which is smaller than the frame header for 802.11
DATA frames), even though it is sent at the lowest bit-rate.
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Figure 5. Mean packet error rate (PER) from
each sending node to the AP when the net-
work is saturated (across five six-minute ex-
perimental runs).

More significantly, this implies that the reduced time spent
in collisions outweighs the overhead of using the RTS/CTS
exchange in such environments.

In summary, we observed improved throughput for
RSSI-based adaptation and through the use of RTS/CTS.
We also notice lower than expected throughput for Sam-
pleRate. Since throughput gains can be easily achieved at
the expense of fairness, let us now look at the throughput
fairness characteristics of these algorithms.

4.2 Fairness

Table 2 reports the mean and std. dev. in Jain’s fairness
index (JFI) [22]4 for the RTS/CTS-based approaches with

4The index, F, is calculated asF =
(
P

i
xi)2

n×

P

i
xi

2
wherexi is the indi-

vidual flow throughput and n is the total number of flows. An index value
equal to one is considered to be perfectly fair.

Table 2. Fairness comparison for the 20-
sender case. Mean and Std. Dev. in JFI
across 5 runs is reported.

Rate adaptation scheme Avg. JFI Std. Dev. in JFI

ONOE 0.822 0.032

SampleRate 0.819 0.024

Fixed Rate (54Mbps) 0.917 0.027

ONOE w/ RTS/CTS 0.491 0.020

SampleRate w/ RTS/CTS 0.709 0.034
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Figure 6. Rate vs time for rate adaptation algorithms from an experimental run. Transmission rate for
both SampleRate and ONOE decreases with the addition of node s with SampleRate showing higher
variance.

that for ONOE, SampleRate, and fixed rate for the standard
20 sender experiment. ONOE with RTS/CTS adaptation
stands out with the lowest fairness index. To analyze fair-
ness in more detail, figures 4(a) through 4(e) compare the
throughput distribution across senders for each of the algo-
rithms. Fixed rate shows slight imbalances that, as we will
see, is due to the physical layer capture (PLC) effect.

The presence of PLC is illustrated in the PER imbalances
observed in a 26 node setup in Figure 5 (we also confirmed
PLC by looking at packet traces from multiple sniffers).
PER for each link in saturation ranges from approximately
50% to 90%. Since all other parameters in this experiment
were the same as that for Figure 2, we can attribute these
PERs solely to collisions. Note that the PER of nodes with
lower RSSI (relative to the stronger sender) at the access
point tends to be higher, a typical result under PLC.

SampleRate and ONOE both show more pronounced
throughput variations, most likely because rate diversityin-
creases the probability of capture as shown in the previous
subsection. SampleRate with RTS/CTS shows significant
throughput imbalances also reflected by its relatively low
Jain fairness index. ONOE with RTS/CTS clearly shows
the largest throughput imbalances. A closer inspection of
the packet error traces in the experiments involving ONOE

with RTS/CTS reveals that for a majority of senders, PER
was higher than 10% (ONOE’s threshold for rate increase)
and below 50% (threshold for rate decrease). This indicates
that significant DATA frame losses occur even though the
channel is reserved and links are not SNR-limited. To in-
vestigate this anomaly, we carried out single-link measure-
ments, with and without RTS, and observed that the PER,
unexpectedly, shows a relative increase of approx. 4% when
RTS/CTS is enabled. We speculate that this indicates an in-
correct implementation of this mechanism on Atheros 5212
NICs (also discovered by [23] on different hardware) and
we hypothesize that the throughput gains will be higher with
more accurate implementations. In addition, the observed
fairness reductions may be also caused by this issue. We
plan to investigate this issue further as part of our future
work.

The surprisingly low throughput of SampleRate moti-
vates us to look more closely at the bit-rate choices of the
individual algorithms.

4.3 Bit-rate choices

Figure 6 depicts transmission rate changes over time for
one of the senders. Note that in this 80 second experi-
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(c) Number of transmission attempts for different
nodes depending on the rate choice of one node.

Figure 7. Performance in the presence of Physical Layer Capt ure (PLC).

ment, all 20 senders start simultaneously. The bit-rate (ob-
tained from the PLCP header) for each received packet is
logged at the access point—each dot in the plot represents
one packet. The results show that ONOE starts off at its de-
fault initial rate of 36Mbps and steadily decreases the bitrate
until it reaches 6Mbps. SampleRate shows a similar trend
even though it is not as pronounced because the algorithm
tends to change rates more frequently. For example, around
30s into the experiment, transmissions occur at nearly all
the rates between 12 and 54Mbps. This confirms, however,
that poor bitrate decisions are also the cause for the reduced
throughput obtained with SampleRate.

In comparison, RSSI-based adaptation shows nearly per-
fect rate choices, with all nodes choosing high bitrates. This
indicates that RSSI-based adaptation is not affected by col-
lisions. ONOE with RTS/CTS remains at 36Mbps for the
entire experiment. This is contrary to what we expect –
the use of higher bit-rates by transmitters, provided only
DATA frame losses are taken into account (while calculat-
ing PER). However, as mentioned before, we do see DATA
frame losses, even when RTS is turned ON. SampleRate
with RTS/CTS shows bit-rate fluctuations, but critically, we
can see that it is more prone to select the higher bit-rates
(48Mbps and 54Mbps). We believe that more accurate bit-
rate choices are the primary reason for the difference in cu-
mulative throughput gains between ONOE and SampleR-
ate, when RTS/CTS is enabled. The adaptation stability of
both algorithms is significantly improved with RTS/CTS,
nevertheless, SampleRate still lacks stability due to a re-
duction in the number of measurement samples.

We highlight some of the more interesting performance
details characterizing the selected rate adaptation algo-
rithms in the sections that follow.

4.4 SampleRate with, and without,
RTS/CTS

SampleRate’s rate decisions compare the expected trans-
mission time of different rates relative to each other. One
might expect, based on arguments offered in section 2.2,
that this algorithm is resilient in high collision environ-
ments. Surprisingly, SampleRate’s performance degrades
with increasing node density, similar to ONOE. We identi-
fied two reasons:

1. In highly congested environments, few samples (pack-
ets) per node are available to accurately estimate the
transmission time.

2. Due to the PLC effect [24], some nodes can de-
crease their collision probability by decreasing their
rate while maximizing their individual throughput.

The frequent rate changes observed in Fig. 6 support that
the algorithm bases its rate choice on too few samples. To
confirm that nodes can maximize throughput by lowering
rates even on the high SNR channels in our setup, Fig-
ure 7(b) shows the goodput for different rate choices for
a station that is closer to the access point as compared to the
other 10 competing stations. The competing stations use a
fixed rate of 54 Mbps and the average RSSI observed by the
access point for the close and far stations are 60 and 47, re-
spectively. Evidently, the closer station obtains maximum
throughput while operating between 18Mbps and 36Mbps.
We can explain this result with a capture probability that de-
pends on the bit rate choice of the stronger sender—capture
becomes more likely when the stronger sender reduces its
rate. Each capturing transmission in turn causes the captur-
ing node to reset its contention window toCWmin while the
other colliding nodes double their current contention win-
dows. This leads to a larger number of transmission oppor-
tunities for the capturing node, at the expense of reduced
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havior is similar for other algorithms.

transmission opportunities for the other nodes, as shown in
Figure 7(c). In effect, the station sacrifices total network
throughput for a small gain in individual throughput. While
Tan and Guttag [25] have noted the existence of such ineffi-
cient equilibria through simulations of mobile nodes undera
Rayleigh fast fading model, these results show that these in-
efficiencies also exist in relatively stationary multiple-client
single-access point scenarios.

To further validate this hypothesis, Figure 7(a) translates
the observed packet error rates into the expected packet
transmission time, on which SampleRate bases its rate de-
cision5. Indeed, the minimal expected transmission time
for the stronger sender occurs at 36Mbps. This explains
why stations choose lower rates. Moreover, the differences
in expected packet transmission times between the rates of
18Mbps to 54Mbps are small. This explains the oscillatory
behavior in Figure 6.

As mentioned earlier, SampleRate with RTS/CTS se-
lects higher bit-rates with greater frequency and shows cor-
responding increase in cumulative throughput (relative to
when RTS is disabled).

4.5 ONOE with, and without, RTS/CTS

Auto rate fallback is known to lead to degraded perfor-
mance with less than 10 senders. Since vanilla ONOE also
bases its rate decisions on packet errors, one might expect
similar performance. Instead, the cumulative throughput
with ONOE remains more stable until a significant reduc-
tion occurs with 18 active senders. The exact number of
senders tolerated is, however, very sensitive to the detailed
algorithm configuration. When the multi-rate retry (MRR)

5The theoretical curve derivation is outlined in 7.

feature in Atheros cards is enabled, throughput collapse oc-
curs with just 10 senders as depicted in Figure 8. Since
this mechanism is configured to pick lower rates for retrans-
missions, we hypothesize that the pathological effects of
collision on packet-error-based adaptation are amplified by
MRR. All ONOE results in this paper were obtained with
MRR disabled.

Results from ONOE with RTS/CTS indicate that the per-
formance of packet-error-based adaptation can be stabilized
through channel reservations, as proposed in CARA [7].
Here, ONOE is modified to only consider packets that did
not contend with other stations (e.g., the data frame fol-
lowing a CTS), thus avoiding unnecessary rate decreases
(due to RTS losses). However, as mentioned before, ONOE
does not increase the bit-rate, as would be expected when
RTS/CTS is used, in near-perfect channel conditions, likely
due to implementation issues.

Now that we have looked at the performance of ONOE,
SampleRate and RTS/CTS-based rate adaptation in detail,
we proceed to highlight some practical issues with current
implementations.

5 Implementation Experiences

In this section, we first discuss precision issues associ-
ated with the reporting of SNR in existing wireless NICs.
This is followed by a discussion on how the use of RTS/CTS
enables the accurate estimation of channel quality.

5.1 RSSI-based rate adaptation

From the comparative evaluation, RSSI-based algo-
rithms proved to be more resistant to collisions in a con-
gested scenario. However, given that the RSSI thresholds
for all rates lie in a small interval of the total RSSI mea-
surement range, there is a low margin of error w.r.t. com-
parison with thresholds to increase (or decrease) the bit-rate.
Hence, we expect that these algorithms will fail to perform
optimally in SNR-limited environments.

Table 3 lists the RSSI threshold values for which the
frame error rate (FER) approaches 1.0 for any of the
802.11a rates. We measured these thresholds by placing an
(additive white gaussian noise) AWGN source [8] near the
receiver, fixing the sender’s bit-rate and steadily increasing
noise power until the receiver did not decode any frames.
The RSSI values for the frames decoded last were noted
as the approximate RSSI thresholds. These thresholds are
specific to the Atheros 5212 card because the absolute in-
terpretation of RSSI values is not defined in the standard.
However, for convenience, many manufacturers use a sim-
ilar scale where each step in RSSI signals an increase of
approximately one dB in signal strength. According to sim-
ulations of the modulation schemes, they cover a range of
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20 dB [26]. Thus, we would expect the thresholds to lie
within an interval of 20 RSSI values in most implementa-
tions. With thresholds compressed into such small inter-
vals, slight measurement errors might have a large effect on
RSSI-based rate adaptation. To make RSSI useful as a pri-
mary indicator for rate selection, wireless NIC’s should pro-
vide more fine-grained RSSI measurement differentiation in
the range relevant to bitrate selection. In addition, protocols
for exchanging receiver RSSI information must be defined
to allow a pure RSSI-based approach, as opposed to Pavon’s
hybrid RSSI/frame-error-based algorithm.

5.2 RTS/CTS-based rate adaptation

In congested environments, both SampleRate and ONOE
make rate adaptation decisions based on “collision-tainted”
measurements obtained during a fixed time interval (ONOE
uses frame retry measurements and SampleRate measures
average frame transmission time). Measurements are
tainted since, an increase in congestion results in a reduc-
tion in the number of available samples and simultaneously,
these samples are more likely to be “affected” by collisions.
For ONOE, the number of frame retry and success samples
that are available to infer PER will be lower, thereby affect-
ing the accuracy of PER estimation. SampleRate will also
suffer from the same issue — reduction in the number of
samples, which in turn, will affect accuracy in estimating
the average frame transmission time.

The use of RTS/CTS ensures that the rate adaptation de-
cisions are made solely on measurements not tainted by col-
lisions (provided RTS transmission errors are not taken into
account). Both, packet error-based mechanisms (as pro-
posed by CARA [7]) and throughput-based mechanisms in-
fer channel quality on DATA frames. Thus, they exhibit a
stable behavior with an increase in the number of nodes.
However, in practice, we observed reduced gains due to the

Table 3. RSSI thresholds for 802.11a PHY bit-
rates

Rate (Mbps) RSSI Threshold

6 9

9 10

12 11

18 12

24 13

36 15

48 19

54 23

likely implementation issues with RTS/CTS, which results
in DATA frame losses even when the channel is reserved
and not SNR-limited.

An alternative to RTS/CTS-based collision detection in-
cludes thepassive estimationof PER due to collisions [27].
However, although the proposed PER estimation technique
appears promising, it is yet to be experimentally evaluated.
Moreover, the proposed technique requires precise informa-
tion regarding CSMA/CA slot usage at each IEEE 802.11
transmitter and this information, to our knowledge, is not
exposed by the majority of existing open-source device
drivers. Similarly, the dynamic tuning of MAC contention
windows based on achieving a balance between the time
spent in collisions and the time spent waiting in idle slots
[28] requires a number of changes to the MAC, which may
not be possible to implement on existing wireless NICs.

6 Conclusions

We have experimentally analyzed rate adaptation in
dense congested IEEE 802.11 networks and highlighted the
substantial effect that rate adaptation algorithms have onits
performance. Specifically, we conclude that:

• Contrary to expectations, throughput-based adapta-
tion shows a throughput degradation similar to packet-
error-based mechanisms. This occurs primarily due to
physical layer capture, which we show to be a function
of the bit-rate and whose occurrence is highly likely
in congested networks. More specifically, we illus-
trated that some nodes may experience higher through-
put with lower bit-rates, even if the channel could sus-
tain a higher bit-rate in the absence of collisions. How-
ever, bit-rates which maximize individual throughput
may reduce network throughput and fairness. This
has implications for current deployments and experi-
mental studies—the throughput-based SampleRate al-
gorithm is currently the default algorithm adopted by
the widely used MadWiFi driver (used in both Linux
and BSD).

• Similar to Auto Rate Fallback, a default ONOE im-
plementation does not scale gracefully beyond 10 si-
multaneous senders. Scalability of such packet-error-
based algorithms appears very sensitive to parameter
choices and exact implementation details. By dis-
abling MRR, which reduces rates more aggressively
on retries, the network could accomodate up to 18 si-
multaneous senders.

• RSSI measurements provided by the Atheros 5212
chipset remained unaffected by interference from
packet collisions. Thus, SNR-based rate adaptation
performed well in the static high-density scenario.
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However, our experiments indicate that the RSSI read-
ings do not allow for a fine-grained differentiation in
the range relevant to bit-rate selection (especially at
bit-rates below 36Mbps). We expect that this lack of
precision will have serious performance implications
for SNR-based approaches in dynamic, real-world sce-
narios.

• RTS/CTS with throughput-based adaptation appears
most promising, providing both relatively acceptable
fairness and throughput stability. Similarly, RTS with
packet error-based adaptation also appears effective—
although it trades throughput fairness against higher
cumulative throughput on our hardware platform.

Note that collision-aware algorithms based on reserva-
tions using RTS/CTS could be incrementally deployed on
new client devices and provide benefits even in congested
networks with legacy devices.

This work raises several questions for future investiga-
tion. First, these results need to be combined with results
from experiments in dynamic channel environments to in-
form the design of rate adapatation algorithms. Second, the
effect of mixing several different rate adaptation schemes
remains an open problem. Third, the effect of bit-rate on
physical layer capture warrants a more detailed study to im-
prove simulation models.

7 Appendix: SampleRate Expected Trans-
mission Time

The transmission time estimates for different rates in Fig.
7(a) are calculated from the equations given in [6].

tt = DIFS+ B(k) + (k + 1)

(

SIFS+ ACK + h +
8L

R

)

(1)

B(k) =
2kCWmin − 1

2
σ

B(k) is an estimate of the backoff duration,σ is the system
time slot,k is the retransmission index,h is the overhead
introduced by the packet header,L is the (average) payload
length in bytes,R is the physical rate, andCWmin is the
minimum contention window.

Under assumption of ideal communication channel and
constant collision probabilityp [21], packet transmissions
can be modelled as a geometric random variable. By taking
the expectation of (1) we obtain

E[tt] = DIFS+ E [B(k)] + (2)

+ (E[k] + 1)

(

SIFS+ ACK + h +
8L

R

)

.

Let k̂ be the order of retransmission after which the con-
tention window does not grow, and it stays fixed atCWmax.
Also, letkmax be the maximum allowed number of retrans-
missions after which a packet is being dropped. Without
loss of generality we can assumek̂ < kmax = ∞.

k̂ = log2

CWmax

CWmin

E[B(k)] =
σ

2

[

CWmin(1 − p) (3)

(

k̂
∑

k=0

2kpk +

kmax
∑

k=k̂+1

pk
CWmax

CWmin

)

− 1

]

E[k] =
p

1 − p

If kmax < ∞, the collision probability derived in [29]
should be used instead the one outlined in [21].
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